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a b s t r a c t
In this contribution a novel model-based solution approach is introduced for medical networks and
biotelemetric applications. Medical networks are communication networks that serve for the purpose
of monitoring and protecting human health. These networks are designed to use biotelemetric ways to
transmit the vital data to health observers such as doctors, nurses, ﬁrst-aid teams, hospitals, and health
agencies. These networks are also used in collective damages that may occur in situations such as ﬂood,
earthquake, war and terror and for treatments and follow-up of patients and to organize health teams
more effective and efﬁciently. Implementations using this model presented here provides a reference
design. In addition MCP (Medical Communication Protocol) and MMP (Medical Management Protocol)
are designed to reveal how communications between modules designed. In this way, communication
rules explained clearly on developed solution based on the model.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In parallel to the rapid developments of wireless communication and networks, telemetric systems that use such technologies
also show improvements. The aim of the telemetric systems in
the ﬁeld of health is doctors to be more effective in the treatment
processes. In terms of patients, it aims to raise their quality of life
and reduce dependencies to hospitals. Thus, because of treatment
and follow-up were made in their normal lives, the satisfaction
of patients is increasing. On the other hand, in terms of hospitals,
it is possible to prevent lack of bed and excessive number of patients with the biotelemetric applications. Treatments and follow-up can be made without going to the hospital, in this way
concentration in hospitals would be prevented. Furthermore infectious diseases in these environments can be prevented by providing an effective solution for combating diseases and transmitted
infection in hospital environment.
Not only in normal times, but also biotelemetric applications
are critical in cases of large number of emergency and ﬁrst aid situations that may be arised in extraordinary circumstances such as
war, terrorist attack and natural disaster. This situation is also
stand out when literature studies are examined [1–7]. With these
systems, prioritize processes according to emergency level of injured patients also known as triage, can be done more efﬁciently.
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Vital data such as pulse points, ECG and SpO2 are observed through
the sensors attached to the patients. This data is also transmitted
to both the health and coordination centers and it can be traced
with the screen of ﬁrst-aid personnel. Thus, interventions of ﬁrstaid teams would be more appropriate and correctly. If number of
observed people is assumed to be many, customized sensor
networks emerge. These types of networks, are named as medical
network [8–10].
Along with the hosting to the telemetric and sensor based systems, in essence, medical networks are communication networks
that serve the purpose of monitoring and protecting human health.
These networks are designed to use biotelemetric ways to transmit
the vital data to health observers such as doctors, nurses, ﬁrst-aid
teams, hospital, health agencies. These networks are also used in
collective damages that may occur in situations such as ﬂood,
earthquake, war and terror and for treatments and follow-up of patients and to organize health teams more effective and efﬁciently.
Again, medical networks are used in intensive emergency departments of hospitals and triage applications.
In this study, a new model-based solution approach is
demonstrated, in reference to the model [10], proposed for medical
networks and biotelemetric applications. First, the basic unit and
relations of the model are privatized and components of layered
modules and internal structures of these components are designed
and described their functioning in detail. Then, relations, described
by this model and application communication protocols (MCP,
MMP) which provide that relations are designed and described in
detail.
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2. Model-based solution approach
TCP/IP networks were selected as platform for solution approach. The most important factor in choosing TCP/IP, is internet.
Internet is one of the most common environments for sharing
information and communication. Due to interoperability with the
other information and communication platforms, Internet was
considered the most appropriate choice for solution approach in
this study. Layered structure of the solution and equivalents in
TCP/IP model are shown in Fig. 2.1.
As can be seen in the Fig. 2.1, there are layers of both models to
meet each other. Network Access, Internet and Transport layers of
TCP/IP model correspond to access layer of referenced model [10].
Application layer is divided into three separate layers which are
Interaction, Management and Communication layers. Hence any
communication network, that is based on TCP/IP and can carry
out the functions of ﬁrst three layers, can easily be used for the network access. Access layer of the provided model has no deﬁned any
binding layered unit so it offers users a ﬂexible choice. Other layered structures are solved with the developed application-level
modules.

2.1. Basic concepts and principles
When the basic structure of the model [10] examined, it can be
seen that, there are three different communication points communicating each other over a central access environment and transmission among themself appear to be capable of two-way
communication. The concept of the communication point which
is deﬁned in the model [10], corresponds to the patient, injured
people, medical staffs, visitors, patient’s relatives, administrative
people and institutions. These concepts and their equivalents in
this model are shown in Table 2.1.
Medical networks are structures that serve in the ﬁeld of health.
Therefore, there must be a service provider and service receiver on
this structure. Functioning ground of this service is the infrastructure of the network. For this reason, service providers should have
privileges to change and intervention within the mechanism. Management of the network and rules of the interventions are deter-
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The model concepts for the application of medical networks.
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Fig. 2.1. Comparison of Medical Model and TCP/IP model.

Fig. 2.2. Layered positions of Medical Model.

mined by the service providers. Service receivers are the parts of
this mechanism and have no right to any intervention. Service
receivers must follow the rules, determined by the service providers. Layered positions of concepts and access environment are
shown in Fig. 2.2.
The basic principles of the model-based solution presented in
this paper and modular structure of the solution were determined
as follows;
 Node elements of communication (CN’s); Patient, Client and the
Central Administration. Where CN is communication unit.
 Each one node, must have at least one layered unit for Interaction, Management and Communication layer (CN = DU + MU + CU). Where DU, MU and CU are data unit, management
unit and communicate unit respectively.
 Each CN is represented by a unique identiﬁer within the medical network environment.
 At least one patient must be deﬁned in the network.
 A network can have only one central administration.
 Within a network, it can be only one central administration. If
there is a central administration in the network, it is responsible
for the operations (such as rule deﬁnition, information storage,
permission and authorization processes) of the network.
 There must be at least one client or central administration on a
network.
 If a network has no central administration, communications
between the patient and clients on this network occurs with
the mutual authentication.
Patient is the side that is observed. Information collected with
the sensors or other means from the ends is transmitted to the observer or central administration. The patient is considered to be
independent of location and space. Communication nodes, used
in the patient side, is named Patient Communication Node –
PCN. These are hardware devices running on a PC, PDA and smart
phone or specially design hardware with the appropriate service
and protocols. A PCN must measure at least one or more vital information. Measurements can be made by PCN or independent sensors communicating with PCN. A PCN based sensor network can
be created on a patient by using more than one sensor. PCN plays
a role as a service receiver in medical networks. Therefore, PCN follows the rules and mechanism, deﬁned on network system.
The client is the side that follows measured location and quantities information of patient. They see information from the patient,
review and intervene if necessary. Furthermore, they can communicate with patient, make voice or video talk. With the conﬁrmation
of the patient or central administration, they can observe patient
information provided by PCN. They can make real-time monitoring
and may request query and statistical analysis under the privileges
provided by central administration. Communication nodes, used in
the client side, named Client Communication Node – CCN. These are
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threshold values and identiﬁer informations. A SCM can not perform a direct transfer of information. Sampling is done by according to commands comes from PMM, then results are sent to PMM.
SCM software is a module that works on the physical sensors. Vango [30] and SenQ [31] approaches are used for structure and function. Accordingly, SCM basically consists of three components.
These are sensor driver, sampling and pre-processing. SCM structure and function are shown in Fig. 3.2.
Sensor drivers provide interaction with sensor-detect hardware.
This makes it more efﬁcient to read the information by creating a
standard interface. The sensor driver at the same time gives information about the status of the sensor to sampler. Sampler
understands, whether the sensor is ready or not, through state
information (is Present). The sensor drivers, as well as in operation
[31,32] is divided into three different types. These are Event Sensors, Split Phase Sensors and Instant Sensors. Informer provides
variables such as, sensor identiﬁer, type, operation type and status.
Sampling component, depending on requests from query processor collects data from sensors. Samples can be different for each
query. This provides to response the same sensor on different demands. Querier may request to create a new sampling process (create), to destroy an existing sampling (destroy), to initiate (start),
stop (stop) or parameter adjustment (conﬁg) from sampler, Sampling component has submodules. These are Sampler Sensor Module and Data Collector module.
The Sampler Sensor Module, sampler performs the reading of
information in accordance with the requests over sensor driver.
Sampling process requests and organizes the timings for different
reading. Data Collector, especially engaged in instant communications and in necessary conditions, sampled data is transmitted directly without any processing. This method is used for especially
audio, video or real-time monitoring. Obtained raw data is also
transmitted to central management module, through this module.
Data Preprocessor is the third component of the SCM. This component evaluates the sampler derived data according to speciﬁc
procedures and criteria. Sensor calculates data coming from sampler according to querying requests and this process is continued
during sampling period. Then sensor transfers processed sampling
data to PMM module.
Between SCM modules and management modules in the sublayer of SCM exchange information according to R6 relation rule
and its procedure. In the upper layer, sensor or equivalent systems
direct interaction through the drivers (R8).

the devices, such as PC, PDA, portable computers or smart phone
and specially designed hardware on which appropriate service
and protocols are running. CCN can be a service provider or receiver
in medical network. Authority and responsibilities of a CCN user
determine whether this user is a service receiver or provider. In
general, health workers are service providers, visitors and relatives
of the patients are service receivers.
Central Manager, providing coordination between the patients
and clients, determines the operation and rules of the network. It
manages the medical network and services offered on the network.
It organizes the relations and communications between the patient
and client. On the other hand, it hosts retrospective vital status
information on its own. Thus, it provides opportunities to query
and analysis information of all patients in the network. Communication nodes, used by central administration, named Administrative Communication Node – ACN. These are the server-based
devices which have high data storage, processing power and speed
of communication. It has appropriate running services and protocols in itself. It organizes the operation and rules of the network
and provides the services and reviews for patient and clients.
Communication Medium is the connection element, creates the
infrastructure of the medical network. It provides the communication between PCN, CCN and ACN. This environment may include
physical or logical structures. It performs necessary operations
such as transport, routing and connectivity to provide end-to-end
transmission of packages. TCP/IP networks are selected as access
environment in the solution approach. Layered position within
TCP/IP networks and model of this access environment is shown
in Fig. 2.2. As can be seen in the Fig. 2.2, communication medium
is deﬁned in network access layer in the Medical Model and it is
deﬁned in network access, internet and transport layers in the
TCP/IP Model. Hence it can easily be said that the access environment includes physical and logical technologies to perform environment, access, routing and logical couplings.
3. Layered units
There are basic structures in the model deﬁnitions for each
layer that undertake speciﬁc functions. These structures come together to form communication units (CN s) [10]. Each basic structure is expressed as a module in the solution approach. Basic
structure of presented model and modular equivalents are shown
in Fig. 3.1.
Communication units have orthogonal structure that are carried
out as combination of CN = DU + MU + CU. The modules can be
software or hardware depending on the purpose. The modules
and their functionings are explained in solution approach in below.

3.2. Location ﬁnding module (LFM)
This module is used to detect their location and place. Internal
structure of location ﬁnding module is actually same as the internal structure of SCM. The difference between them caused from the
sensor drivers. This module drivers are location ﬁnding sensors
drivers or similar device drivers. There are different applications
to distributed sensor systems to detect position using the IPS (Integrated Positioning System) based [2,3,22,32] or orbits around the

3.1. Sensor control module (SCM)
This module samples measured value from sensor. Sensor’s
descriptive informations are also kept on this module. This information can be measuring type of sensor, measuring range,
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world placed the GPS (Global Positioning System) satellite systembased [18,23,33]. In this solution approach, the GPS technology
[34] for location ﬁnding was used. Between LFM modules and
management modules in the sublayer of LFM exchange information according to R6 relation rule and its procedure. In the upper
layer, sensor or equivalent systems direct interaction through the
drivers (R8).

3.3. Database module (DBM)
This module stores long-term information on the network and
allows querying. So that, critical data obtained over the patient
are stored in long-term period. Personal and user information,
management and authorization relations are kept in users on a
medical network. Internal structure and components of DBM are
shown in Fig. 3.3.
Greeters meet the incoming requests coming from AMM
(Administration Management Module). These consist user access,
authorization, auditing, data recording and queries. Controller
supervisions devices and users to the system registry (checkRegister), login (checkLogin) and authorization (checkAuthorize) performs
the operations. DBM executes some query on related tables in the
database for greeters requested audits. The controller can only read
the database. Greeters takes conﬁrmation from controller and than

the greeters sends request to data admin and data admin performs
that request. Data admin has the right to delete, and modify all
kinds of writings on the database. Querier is a module that gives
historical analysis, comparative statistics. Querier can read only
database. Logger provides and keeps records about request and
process of greetings. Especially it uses monitoring the system to
solve the problems that may occur.
DBMS contains tables such as the system user information, personal information, authority, group, role, sensor data, PCN, CCN, log
and other tables. Between greeters module, logger module and
sublayers of both module exchange information according to R6
relation rule and its procedure. DBMS is not a part of database
module, it is a independent structure .In the upper layer, controller,
data manager and logger modules direct interact with DBMS (R8).
3.4. User Interface (UI)
The user interface provides the interaction of people with visual
and auditory end devices. Interface consists of two component
which are visual form (frontends) and controls (user interface controller). These components are shown in Fig. 3.4.
Frontend shows the data from the user to provide audio-visual
items. In this way, the user would have got a desire data to see the
patient side. The user passes through interface controller in order
to do transactions by using frontend buttons, edit controls, etc.
There are two basic task of the interface controller. Firstly UI
controller properly transfers requests that come from frontend
through controller to management module, then returns responses
to related control and forms. Secondly, when the user login to system, UI controller checks authorization, then UI controller shows
form and controls through frontends that according to based on
user’s roles.
In the UI module, between UI controller module and submodules in the sublayer of UI controller exchange information according to R6 relation rule and its procedure. In the upper layer,
frontends direct interact with user (R8).
3.5. Patient management module (PMM)
This module is responsible for all managerial procedures and
decision mechanisms in the PCN. PMM like a brain of PCN. PMM
collects and reviews sensor informations coming from the top of
modules such as SCM and LFM, then PPM transfers to related unit
through MCM. From this perspective, it is like a sink nodes [35,36]
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User

Fig. 3.4. Structure of user interface.

in sensor networks. This module manages the top-layer modules to
information and control ﬂow with central management, response
to requests, direct communication with clients.
PMM has different operation modes. These provides to take on
different missions of PMM in different system solutions. Therefore,
PMM works more compatible for different conﬁgurations. PMM
has three different operation modes. These are: Sense, Server and
Hybrid mode. Who used PCN or central management unit connected to PMM can be changed current mode of PMM. Code bits
of the package are checked to understand, in which mode PPM
runs. Code bits are determined within the scope of R3 relation.
Components and relations of PMM are shown in Fig. 3.5.
SCM transports command and parameters of the sampling requests to the components and reporters on the SCM according to
the queries and operations transmitted by process controller.
SCM wants to the creation of a new sampling, start, stop and terminate existing sampling.
SCM transmits data to reporter module then reporter module
transfers incoming data to the message sender during reporting
period. The most important tasks of the reporter module is to provide regularly transferring data and preventing redundant data
trafﬁc over the network. The pre-processor of SCM works with
sampling period and reporter works with reporting period. This
is the most important difference between pre-processor of SCM
and reporter. These are different from each other.
Process Controller evaluates incoming wishes and requests
through messages. Process controller performs operations such as
information requests, connection, creating session, monitoring session, control of sub and upper layer module, interaction to user
interface. In addition, the Process Controller keeps and updates
session, connection, user and sensor information tables.
Message Receiver performs the necessary control and analysis
of messages of lower layer by MCM or the ACS modules. Message

Receiver, assigns object or variable from incoming message according to type of messages. Then, Message Receiver transmits that to
process controller.
Message Sender encodes data which comes from process controller, reporter, or data collector in the upper layer then it creates
a package to send transmitting module in lower layer. Message
Sender also sets to priority level for instant communications. Process Controller is informed transmitting status by message sender.
Message Receiver, Message Sender, ve Process Controller have
R4 relation to lower layer. Querier, reporter and process controller
have R6 relation to upper layer.
3.6. Administrative management module (AMM)
This module is responsible for management procedure and
decision mechanisms in ACN and medical network . AMM performs management of upper layer module in fulﬁll of request, controls data ﬂow with patient and clients, directs connection
between clients and patients. AMM manages DBM to store historical patient and sensor data for long-term. There are three main
components of the central management module. These are shown
in Fig. 3.6.
Process controller analysis request and wishes that comes
through message. AMM performs connection requests, login requests, and registering requests coming from patients and clients
AMM controls lower and upper layer modules, and it performs
such as managing interaction of user interface. In addition, it tries
to response historical and statistical query from clients by using
DBM. It transmits event log, performed process to DBM module
which stores login ﬁle.
Message receiver performs the necessary control and analysis of
messages of lower layer by MCM or the ACS modules. Message receiver, assigns object or variable from incoming message according
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to type of messages. Then, message receiver, transmits that to
process controller.
Message sender encodes data which comes from process controller then it creates a package to send transmitting module in
lower layer. Process controller is informed transmitting status by
message sender.
Process controller has R6 relation to upper layer. Message receiver, message sender, and process controller, have R4 relation to
lower layer.
3.7. Client management module (CMM)
This module is responsible for all managerial processes and
decision mechanisms in CCN. Requests from the UI module are
transferred to the related points through the MCM. Information
and control ﬂow with central management, response to requests,
direct communication with PCNs are under this module responsibility. CMM module structure shown in Fig.3.7.
Process controller analysis requests and wishes that comes
through message. CMM transmits connection with patients, login
requests, and registering requests to related point. CMM controls
lower layer modules and it performs such as managing interaction
of user interface. In addition, it transmits request of historical and
statistical query from clients to central management for monitoring and evaluating.
Message receiver component performs the necessary control
and analysis of messages of lower layer by MCM and the ACS modules. Then, Message receiver, transmits that to process controller.
Message sender encodes data which comes from process controller
then it creates a package to send transmitting module in lower
layer. Process controller is informed transmission status by message sender.

Process controller has R6 relation to upper layer. Message receiver, message sender, and process controller, have R4 relation to
lower layer.
3.8. Medical communication module (MCM)
This module performs communication between medical networks such as PCN, ACN or CCN and transmits data ﬂow to media
access. Also it informs status of media access to upper layer. It
checks incoming medical package for conformity of source and target. If the package passes control, MCM analyze the package and
then it transmits to control unit in the upper layer, if the package
does not pass conformity control, the package will be droped.
There are four basic component of medical communication module. There are shown in Fig. 3.8.
Communication controller, is responsible for logical operation
and control of the MCM. It checks incoming message from message
receiver for conformity of source and target. If package is not suitable or has a different target, it is dropped by communication controller. CC prepares package from upper layers with suitable
parameters then if access medium is available, Communication
controller transmits package to package sender.
Medium controller informs to communication controller about
operation of platform which works in access medium. So that
physically and logically connections are ready or not, status of network connections are learned. Package receiver listens the medium
and it takes incoming package form other node then it transmits
this packages to communication controller. Package sender transmits MP package to medium according to given data and parameters from communication controller.
Communication controller has R4 relation to upper layer. Message receiver, message sender, and medium controller components
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have R2 relation to access medium and that bound to rules of access medium.
3.9. Application communication service (ACS)
This module purposes to serve service to third party application
in access medium. Therefore, applications from outside are able to
join the medical network system. Application in the communication service of this solution approach is intended to http based service such as a web service. Therefore many of internet bowsers and
other applications connect to medical network easily for monitoring and querying. Basic structure of application communication
module is shown in Fig. 3.9.
Service controller converts to message such as incoming commands and requests from web service component and then it
transmits to upper layer or if messages comes form upper layer,
it transmits to web service. It is kind of a converter. Therefore this
component transmits status and control data comes from access
medium controller to upper layer. Medium controller gives information about operating and status of platform to service controller
which runs in access medium. Connection of medium, that is ready
or not, and status of access medium are learned by this way.
Web service component transmits requests to service controller
which comes from web-based client. This component can be
thought as IIS or Apache web server for better understanding. This
applications are used for web service component. Other application can also be used to do same task.
Service controller has R4 relation to upper layers. Web service
and medium Controller components, have R2 relation to access
medium and that bound to rules of access medium.

3.10. Internet browser (IB)
There is not any match in the network for this module. It can be
considered as third party applications. Http platform, that uses
web browser, has been preferred in this solution approach. Any
web browser transmits user requests through web to application
communication service.
4. Horizontal relations
Relations, that is intended speaking and distinguishing between
equivalent nodes (CN’s) in the same layer, is deﬁned as horizontal
relations [10]. Horizontal relations are rule makers and they express themselves by rules. In other words they explain how to do
a thing rather than making it. This solution approach is consist of
different relations which are called R1, R3, R5 and R7.
4.1. R1 horizontal relation
This relation is providing data transfer between end nodes on
media layer. Information packages are presented to the media
are directing, delivering to target, and ﬂow control occurs around
this relation’s rules. This relation is determined by selected media
rather than determined by the model. In this study it has been
acted by rules according to TCP/IP’s rule set rather than making a
new deﬁnition.
Communication media is corresponded to network, internet
and transport layer of TCP/IP is seen on Fig. 2.2. Then physical standards, media access techniques and protocols which are determining relation and used by these layers of TCP/IP create content of R1
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Fig. 4.1. CN addressing in MCP.

relation. Because of contents of these protocols are standardized
and certain, there is no need to extra explanation about them.
4.2. R3 horizontal relation (MCP)
This relation sets out rules and the exchange of data between
CUs. These rules are carried out by, addressing which is providing
CUs to communicate each other and laying down the ﬂow of message and by PDU structure. R3 relation developed in this study is
called Medical Communication Protocol – MCP. MCP is so critical
on communication and package transferring processes. This protocol especially determines end point addressing, how hierarchical
organization should be, medical package transferring between
ends and rules and methods which are determining the course of
communication.
In this context, MCP protocol deﬁnes three main functions.
These are, Identiﬁcation (addressing), PDU format and communication course.
4.2.1. Identiﬁcation (addressing)
According to MCP protocol, each CN should have a node address
within a medical network. Nodes address structure illustrated in
Fig. 4.1.
Each node in medical network consists of 24 bits addressing.
Eight bits are Net ID and 16 bits are CN ID of 24 bits. Net ID is an
identiﬁer that is used for medical networks. Medical network having CN is understood by this identiﬁer. Another feature of Net ID is
allowing to ﬁnd different medical networks in the same physical
network media. CN ID is descriptive that separating nodes inside
same medical network. Node addressing has a hierarchical structure. Addressing is according to this hierarchical structure. According to hierarchy, ﬁrst and last addresses of Net ID and CN ID are
special addresses. These addresses carry a special meaning. First
addresses are representative and last addresses refer to everyone
under hierarchical sub groups. MCP addressing hierarchy and
meanings of them have shown in Table 4.1.
MCP structure developed in the present study has ﬂexible and
improvable features. CNs come together and creates medical networks. It has to be a representative on each medical network. Rep-

Table 4.1
MCP addressing hierarchy.
NetID

CNID

Deﬁnition

0
0
0
1
1
1
X
X
X

0
1
X
0
1
X
0
1
X

Root representative
All of representative (broadcast to representatives)
Any representative
All of network representative
Everyone in all networks (broadcast to all)
Any X node in all networks
Delegate of any networks
Everyone in any network (broadcast to nodes)
Any node in any network

resentatives of different medical networks come together and
create councils. Each council must have a root representative. Different councils come together and create federations; different federations come together and create confederations. Structure
continues open expanding. A CN have addresses more than one
provided that not show the same medical network. It is able to directly communicate within contained network members and can
communicate through representative of other network members.
Representatives are usually nodes which have central management position within network. Each network representative
amounts addresses of their and other representative’s council in
the Node Address Table (NAT). Representative registers itself to
root representative when it is included any council. Root representative updates its own NAT table after accepted that representative
and send this updated table to other council members. So address
forwarding between medical networks would be operated independently from communication media.

4.2.2. PDU format
MCP, uses unique protocol data unit to fulﬁll its set of rules and
functions. Structure of that PDU has shown in Fig. 4.2.
Starting delimter used to determine whether there is MCP package or not. This delimiter has 8 bits and it is a special sequence of
bits which is shaped as 10101111. Source and destination node addresses come after starting delimiter. 24-bits node addresses
placed in these ﬁelds about source and destination node. So,
source–destination relation is introduced. After source and destination node addresses, code bits ﬁeld which includes 8-bits comes.
Any nodes role (operating mode) into network is determined by
setting the ﬁeld to 1. Those bits are shown in Fig. 4.3.
There are 8-bits tip bits after the code bits which indicate type
of medical packages. Because of these bits it is learned that how to
take data and which layer will take them only one bit can be set
according to rule. Type bits and meaning of them has shown in
Fig. 4.4.
Type bits consist of two fours including communication and
message. Communication bits specify that communication layer
handles incoming package and message bits specify that management layer handles incoming package as well. Communication bits
are request, response, update and TickTock respectively.
 Request: These packages wait responses return. There should be
response for each request. When sender sends a request, it
waits about reg_time_out. It repeats about req_retry if couldn’t
get any response. After all sends a warning message to whom
requested these and it ends the process.
 Response: on target side it sends as an answer to request packages. These packages don’t require any response return.
 Update: these packages don’t require any response return and
they send directly to target. They used for updating NAT tables
and parameters which are necessary for communication.
 TickTock: It is used to learn working condition of any CN.
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Fig. 4.2. PDU structure of MCP.

4.3. R5 horizontal relation
This relation sets out rules about information exchange and
how it take place between MU’s. These rules take places through
a protocol inside R5 relation. This protocol will be named as Medical Management Protocol – MMP.

Fig. 4.3. Code bits for MCP packages.

Fig. 4.4. Type bits for MCP packages.

Communication bits are request, response, send/receive and error
respectively. Package that message bits are set transferred directly
to management layer after resolved by communication layer.
 Request: These packages wait responses return. There should be
response for each request. Include of the package and answer
reply durations is determined by management layer.
 Response: on target side it sends as an answer to request packages. These packages don’t require any response return. Include
of the package and dealing is determined by management layer.
 Send/receive: these packages don’t require any response return
and they send directly to target. They usually used on instant
data transfer.
 Error: They are used to inform other side about erroneous packages or processes of any CN. Inside those packages there is
information about cause of that error.
After type bits message ﬁeld is placed on MCP PDU. This layer
represents the upper layer data. Length of this is not constant
and varies of contents of message. If tip bits of incoming message
indicates that message belongs to upper layer then directly transferred to upper layer member after message taking inside it. MCP
doesn’t concern about message structure and content. Their contents and structure is determined and processed by R5 horizontal
relation.

4.3.1. Medical Management Protocol (MMP)
MCP medical networks are responsible for addressing between
ends and package switching. On the other side MMP is responsible
of operations and processes. MMP determines rules and methods
about logical organizations and talking processes between ends.
MMP protocol uses a PDU format to fulﬁll its responsibilities. This
PDU’s is named as ‘‘Message’’ and a sample message structure
shown in Fig. 4.5.
PDU of MMP has ﬁve parts and ﬁrst of them is activity ﬁeld. This
ﬁeld shows transaction process of message. Transaction processes
are four types and these are handled by managers of different process. MMP processes handled is detailed on Section 4.3.2. Activity
ﬁeld consists of 8-bits. Order and meaning of these bits is shown
in Fig. 4.6.
First four of activity bits show process. Just one bit can be set at
the same time. Then two bits action comes. Action determines
behavior of incident and its direction of interaction in process.
There are two types of actions on MMP. These are ‘‘Set’’ and ‘‘Get’’
actions. Last two bits of action bits show result of action. There
are four different results. ‘‘Not’’ is meaning of there is no result, ‘‘Error’’ is meaning of result has come back with error, ‘‘Okay’’ is meaning of result of process is positive and ‘‘Prerequisite’’ is meaning of
some pre-processes should be done.
There is Command-Data ﬁeld after activity bits. This ﬁeld has
variable lengths and contains different parameters and rules for
each process. According to process of message, this ﬁeld is handled
by different process managers. Each process has signiﬁcant rule
sets that perform some operations inside. These rules can be considered as methods and functions which are fulﬁlling some parts
of tasks determined by the process. There are variables and data
types accepted by each rule.
After Command-Data ﬁeld message, queue number comes
which has 32-bits. A number is assigned to each message before
it is sent and this number is put into message number ﬁeld of
PDU. Message numbers is used for MU that distinguish sent messages from each other during active process. Message numbers
take values ⁄⁄from 1 to 232-1. The process is ﬁnished on the message transfer process when message numbers comes to the end.
After message, number ﬁeld related message number which has
32-bits comes. This ﬁeld shows response to which message corresponds to incoming message packages before it. Every bit set to
zero on this ﬁeld if there is no related message which is corresponded any message before. So it is reported to other side that
the message is ﬁrst. Process of messaging between two messages
and changed reference numbers and messages is shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.5. PDU structure for MMP.

Fig. 4.6. Activity bits for MMP Messages.

Fig. 4.8. Datetime format for MMP Messages.

When source CN wants to send a message to destination, it
changes reference number to zero and sends a message with X
number which is its own speciﬁcation. If RNO is zero then it shows
new process is started. All bits in MNO ﬁelds must be set to one to
ﬁnish process. So ﬁnish of the process is reported to the other side.
During the process any node could last the process at any time.
Processes are for one message package. There is no need to process during the information transfer of one message. MMP solves
this itself. On these type of cases every bits of MNO ﬁeld is set to
1 and every bits of RNO ﬁeld is set to 0. Process is started with
RNO value and ﬁnished with MNO value on such a message. So,
process is completed its life into one message package. This type
of processes called Single Shot Process (SSP).
Date and time ﬁeld is the last ﬁeld of MMP PDU. It has 16 characters and indicates messages sent date and time. Receiving side
looks this ﬁeld and understand when the package is sent. Date
and time format and its order is shown in Fig. 4.8.

4.3.2. MMP operational process
MMP determines rules of processes and operational processes.
There are two basic actions on operational processes. These are ‘‘
set’’ and ‘‘get’’ actions. Actions determine the direction of interaction and behavior of events on processes. ‘‘Set’’ action is target
side interaction because it is caused change or update. ‘‘Get’’ action

is source side interaction because target moves according to the result of ‘‘get’’ action. Actions are not signiﬁcant alone. They are signiﬁcant with processes and rules in MMP PDU. MMP which is
developed in this study deﬁnes four main operational processes
into it. These processes are;
 Data: sets out procedures of questioning, reporting and saving
information which is read from patient.
 Information: provides operations of reading and saving descriptive information about node, sensor and people within medical
network.
 State: sets out patients and CNs activity and vital status changing, reading, and declaring.
 Operation: necessary actions set and fulﬁll for keeping nodes
and users functioning within medical network.
MMP processes transactions required to fulﬁll the functions of
each process, deﬁnes a team called in the script. All operational
processes are performed by these commands. Each command processes given information or parameters in accordance with the action speciﬁed in the message or itself that provides the requested
information or parameters. MMP protocol is deﬁned processes,
commands deﬁned during processes and their description is displayed in Table 4.2.
4.4. R7 horizontal relation

Source

Destination
Hi; Mno:X; Rno:0
Hi; Mno:Y; Rno:X

I need information; Mno:X+1; Rno:Y
Here is; Mno:Y+1; Rno:X+1
Thanks; Mno:X+2; Rno:Y+1
No problem; Mno:Y+2; Rno:X+2
Duration

Bye; Mno:232; Rno:Y+2

Fig. 4.7. Flow process and numbering for messages between CN.

This relation reveals communication and information ﬂow between DUs working on interaction layer. It is considered at least
one DU in each CN. However, units of DU are not in direct communication with each other, they are in interaction lower or higher
than structural units. Possible operation and functions on R7 relation appears processes between R5 relations contained in the
MMP. Therefore functioning of MMP processes already covers R7
relation.
As a result there is no description or rule for R7. It is adopted
that this subject is solved in MMP. But it doesn’t mean completely
ignore the R7. Because R7 is not the part of solution approach, is
part of a model [10] and it is deﬁned in model. Therefore it is possible to be addressed in solution approaches based on model.
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Table 4.2
MMP processes and process commands.
Process

Command (Function)

Comment

Data

data_Query()
data_Value()
data_Report()

From PCN or ACN vital or other information questioning by CN is used to collect statistical information
Is used for reading and recording obtained from the sensor data of patient
Is used to reporting and management of these processes of vital data on PCN

Information

info_Person()
info_Sensor()
info_Node()

Is used to read and record personal information of medical network users
Sensor information and recording their capabilities and retrieval all of these within PCN
Is used to learn the hardware knowledge and abilities of CNs

State

state_Active()
state_Emergency()
state_Triage()

Is used to launch, stop, pause and restart the CN or any sub-units
Is used to sent and processing of emergency signals over PCN
Used for health care prioritization of patient according to the pre-deﬁned settings on PCN

Operation

proc_Register()
proc_Authenticate()
proc_Session()
proc_Synchronize()
proc_Encryption()
proc_Connection()

Is used for recording and removal of a CN to medical network
Is used to system logging for registered CN on medical network
Is used to log on a session or managing that session of which CN is logged in another CN on that medical network
Is used in time synchronization operations of a CN for healthy ﬂow of information to be
Encryption methods for secure transfer of information between CN and to specify how to use them
I used for making a connection and termination between CNs

5. Vertical relations
Service between relations, state and information transformations are possible on this kind of relations. Vertical relations shall
be carried out with binding or services. Bindings are consists of
physical structures like cable and connectors and services are software. Conduct of relations is provided within method, function and
parameters within deﬁned rules [10].
In this study basic methods to be followed on execution and
implementation of vertical relations shown in Fig. 5.1. Arrows
are bi-directional, if information ﬂows between upper and lower
units.
Exchange of information between neighboring layers is performed with state-process-queue board trio. State board is just
readable for the other side and other layer can not intervene posts
on this layer. Process board is used for intentions and actions between neighboring layer units. This unit understands what its
neighbor wants to do and after fulﬁlling the request, inform it from
this board. This board is readable and writeable from neighbor
units. Queue is a carrier box which is included information about
intentions and actions. This box is ﬁlling with information by sender and receiver sends them out after processing.

Perform services on software side is provided by appropriate
function, method and variables. For the action and intention described in vertical relation, appropriate functions and methods
are written to perform these operations. Numerical and logical variable expressions are also used for states. Functions are considered
as code snippets that passing parameters and processes in queue.
Bidder should also be aware of results of the processes done by
each function. Each function can fulﬁll one process and there are
functions fulﬁlling many processes as well.
Another aim of vertical relations are encapsulation and decapsulation processes [37]. With this approach which is developed
based on model, there are four different relations put forward R2,
R4, R6, R8.
5.1. R2 vertical relation
This relation is deﬁned services and operation between media
and communication layer. R2 relation performs the function of
encapsulation R3 protocol data inside R1 protocol. This process is
shown in Fig. 5.2.
Duties and responsibilities of R2 are performed by 5 basic functions. These are create_Package(), send_Package(), read_

Fig. 5.1. Cross-layer vertical relations and communication form for a solution.
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MCP Package

R3

Port
TCP/UDP Segment
IP Address

information with MMP. R4 vertical relation determine how to communication layer units provide service which are called MU and inside of management layer. Message performs encapsulation and
decapsulation processes of PDUs. This process is performed by
developed create_Message()function on R4 relation. Basic
structure and parameters of this function is;

R1
function
create_Message(Activity,Command_Data,
RNo,Return){}

IP Package

Medium
Fig. 5.2. R2 encapsulation process.

Package(), process_Package() and check_CommStatus()
functions.
function
create_Package(DNA,TBits,CBits,
Message,Return){};
function
send_Package(DIP,DPort,MCPackage,Return){};
function
read_Package(rMPackage,MCPackage,Return){};
function process_Package(rMCPackage,Return){};
function check_CommStatus(Return){};
create_Package() function creates and prepares MCP packages
and send back about state information. send_Package() function
makes access environment encapsulation to MCP packages and
pass it to the media. Transferring and preparing package information is sent back. read_Package() function is reading packages
coming from access medium and makes accuracy control. Reading
of package and accuracy control information is sent back. If the
package is right and suitable MCP package then transfer it to the
right variable otherwise sent error package to the back. process_Package() function is processed conformity of
read_Package() and transferred data package to rMCP_Package() within R3 relation rules. This function primarily examines
of source and target node relation of package and after that looks
tip bits of MCP Package and properly process if the processing is
necessary on CU. If it is interested to upper-layer information then
makes necessary board and queue processing for taking it by upper
layer. Also processing of package and state information is sent back
by this function. check_CommStatus() function includes lower
functions that checking source IP, port, medical node, etc. parameters set or not. These parameters are necessary for functionality of
ﬁrst four functions. All functions performed within R2 apply this
function which is developed inside them. So they get information
and shape their behaviors according to media and other necessary
parameters.
R2 relation independently process all described these functions
inside it. To determine the R2 relation exactly we need to deﬁne
how these functions have interaction between themselves. So
how the processes take place is grasped better.
In this study interaction between functions are also named
communication services. Services bring together functions and duties deﬁned by vertical relation in a logical ﬂow. R2 service structure and how functions interact between themselves by using
ﬂow diagram are shown in Fig. 5.3.
5.1.1. R4 vertical relation
This relation provides coordination and communication between units which are working communication and management
layers into developed model approach. These units shall exchange

Activity parameters inside function specify message activity
bits. Command_Data includes command of sending message. This
command varies according to demand and process. RNo parameter
sends back associated message number and Return parameter
sends back state information of function result.
Generated message packages must be transferred communication low-layer which is serving for sending. This process is fulﬁlled
by send_Message() function into R4 relation. Basic structure and
parameters of this function is given;
function send_Message(Message,Return){};
Message parameter inside function hosts send message. Message
is put into queue board and have_send variable is set on process
board. Return parameter send back state information about the
result of function.
Some functions have taken place inside R4 relation for taking
and processing message. read_Message() function is used for
taking message from serving communication low-layer if there
is. Basic structure and parameters of this function are given;
function read_Message(rMessage,Return){};
This function continuously monitors have_message logical
variable in process board of low-layer. If this variable has set
to 1 it understands there is an incoming message and read
queued message then send it to rMessage parameter. Then read
message is checked from accuracy. If the message pass these
controls it is sent to concerned function for processing. Return
parameter send back state information about the result of the
function.
Messages which are tested for compliance are transferred to
process_Message() function for processing. This function opens
and looks incoming message activity bits and sends it to appropriate process managers. Basic structure and parameters of this function is given;
function process_Message(rMessage,Return){};
rMessage parameter is included incoming MMP message.
Return parameter send back state information about result of the
function.
Finally there is check_MngStatus() function in R4 relation.
This function checks necessary parameters are set or not for functionality of ﬁrst four functions. So, behavior is shaped accordingly
management processes and other parameters by learning information about them. Basic structure and parameters of this function is
given;
function check_MngStatus(Status,Return){};
check_MngStatus function has two parameters. Status speciﬁes
parameter required to be checked and Return is used to send back
information. If Return variable is different from 0 there is an error.
Service structure of R4 and interaction between functions is shown
in Fig. 5.4.
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Yes
Prepare to close

close_Conn()

End
Fig. 5.3. Interaction of R2 functions and service structure.

5.1.2. R6 vertical relation
This relation sets out information transfer and communication
between MU unit on management layer and DU unit on interaction
layer. R6 relation fulﬁlls rules and formats set out by R7 horizontal
relation which is on the interaction layer. But, independent R7 relation is deﬁned and operational process rules are valid on this approach. R7 relation does not deﬁne any rule but R6 deﬁne rules
by operational processes in MMP protocol. Each process on MMP
has rules into it. R6 relation offers appropriate method and functions to realize these commands. Each command process parameters according to action stated into message or bring information
requested from it. Processes and commands are form of speech
into DUs and between MUs.

set_Command and get_Command derivatives have developed for
each command because commands for ‘‘set’’ and ‘‘get’’ action behave on different manner. Process commands performed within
the scope of R6 relation shown in Table 5.1.
There is a process controller for each process that understanding and taking into action these commands on concerning unit.
Process managers are kind of interpreters. They interpret commands analyzed and sent by process_Message(). Then it provides processing them with concerning units. Overall function of
process managers shown in Fig. 5.5.
Any process controller learns action is Do or Bring by looking
activity bits of incoming MMP message. Then ﬁnds which process
command matches in R6 by solving command-data part of the
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Fig. 5.4. Interaction of R4 functions and service structure.

message. Then calls concerning command function and provides
processing request by appropriate layer unit. Command-data ﬁelds
into MMP message get string tip information.
5.1.3. R8 vertical relations
R8 relation is for other applications integration with solutions
based on this model or directly interaction for people. Due to existence of this relation and function of it may vary to applications or
people. Therefore there is no exact rule or functions deﬁned about
this relation. Because each integrated application gives a shape to
this relation within their own rules and approaches.
6. Results and conclusion
Today, main outstanding issues for given better health service;
with patients is observed and treated in their own vital circle by
kept them away from hospitals as much as possible, intervene

Table 5.1
MMP processes and commands for R6 relation.
Duration

set_Command ()

get_Command ()

Data

set_data_Query()
set_data_Value()
set_data_Report()

get_data_Query()
get_data_Value()
get_data_Report()

Information

set_info_Person()
set_info_Sensor()
set_info_Node()

get_info_Person()
get_info_Sensor()
get_info_Node()

State

set_state_Active()
set_state_Emergency()
set_state_Triage()

get_state_Active()
get_state_Emergency()
get_state_Triage()

Process

set_proc_Register()
set_proc_Authenticate()
set_proc_Session()
set_proc_Synchronize()
set_proc_Encryption()
set_proc_Connection()

get_proc_Register()
get_proc_Authenticate()
get_proc_Session()
get_proc_Synchronize()
get_proc_Encryption()
get_proc_Connection()
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process_Message()
SCM

LFM
MMP Message

Process
Controller
DBM

UI
MU Unit
Fig. 5.5. Overall operational scheme fort he process controller.

cases occurring in the external environment with rapid and appropriate decisions. Many of the studies [1–29] done recently are progressing in that direction. On researches studies, development
efforts for most effective and rapid systems are continuing about
biotelemetry and medical network applications. Model [10] is presented in the previous study, contribute to these efforts. Developed
model is effective and feasible approach for such networks. In addition it is thought that this solution is displacing many works done
before and can be utilized for the future studies by this model.
In this study a solution approach has put forward which is
applicable for biometrical systems based on application model
[10] that basic concept and principles determined before. In this
context, model-driven solution approach is explained and all basic
unit and relations have been privatized by solution approach model on the concept of observer and central management described
by this model. CU, MU and DU layer unit modules and their internal structures are designed and detailed. On the other hand, relations deﬁned by this model and MCP and MMP protocols that
providing these relations, designed. Their internal operations and
PDU structures have been determined in detail.
It has been shed light on performing designed model [10] for
biomedical networks by developed solution approach. Thus,
implementations using this model provided a reference design. In
addition MCP and MMP protocols are designed to reveal how communications between modules designed. In this way, communication rules explained clearly on developed solution based on the
model.
In conclusion, with this study new and effective solution approach is exhibited on biomedical networks ﬁeld which is developed based on model.
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